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First impressions matter. In a recent survey, 67% of job 
seekers said company websites were their first source for 
jobs. A career portal can make or break a hiring strategy.  

Great Career Portals Attract Great Fit Candidates
Your career portal needs to do more than simply share job openings and offer a place to apply.  
Successful career portals build your employer brand and energize candidates about your work 
culture. Successful portals offer an attractive but realistic look at you as an employer of choice. 

This eBook shows you how some great employers raised the bar on career portals.

How to Create a Winning Portal
Every great career portal starts with a plan to ensure alignment with 

goals, a great candidate experience and the best presentation of your 
employer brand. The plan should include these key components: 

• A review of portal goals and success metrics

• An analysis of the target audience and their interests

• An overview of the core message and what’s special about the  
   company culture

• Collection of ideas from hiring managers and recent new hires 

• Identification of project resources needed

• An outline of how the portal will be organized

• Development of a creative concept to represent the brand

• A communication plan and rollout process



EMS

Let employees  
tell the story
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Proudly promotes staying power in NYC

Promotes a culture of loving your career  
and the surrounding environment

Uses testimonials to show real-life 
examples of passionate candidates

Highlights personal employee reflections  
of “why working for EMS is awesome”

Shows commitment to the city and  
to serving their customers 



Kymeta

Share the value 
proposition

Provides a simple compelling call to action  
for enthusiasm and entrepreneurship

Seamless branding connects the Kymeta 
corporate website and the career site

Attracts Millennials by emphasizing  
a commitment to retention and 
employee growth

Uses testimonials to show the passionate 
individuals Kymeta seeks 
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DelMonte

Create brand 
connections

Blends their career portal and highly 
recognizable brand

Reminds applicant of longevity through a 
timeline of company history

‘About Us’ information creates a more 
company-aware applicant

Promotes brand connection even if  
candidate does not apply
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CompleteRX

Demystify the 
process

Provides a realistic and engaging snapshot of 
culture and benefits

Stresses the need for team players who 
collaborate and bring value

Includes a 24-hour hotline for candidates  
and a frequently asked questions page

Proactively shows how they develop 
their workforce
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Join the Ranks of the Best Portals  
With These 5 Tips 
To attract the best candidates, these companies focused  
in on key best practices:

• Create a positive, easy-to-use candidate experience

• Use visual appeal with a clear and concise message

• Present an attractive, accurate view of company culture

• Share testimonials and important people qualities to find  
best-fit candidates

• Highlight programs and technology use that  
show innovation

Looking for more resources 
to build a dynamic recruiting 
program? Check out SilkRoad’s 
Employer Branding Center.
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S I L K R O A D. C O M  
Talent Activation: Recruiting | Onboarding | Performance | Learning 

SilkRoad, the world’s leader in Talent Activation, transforms traditional talent 
management technology into a continuum of experiences that activate employees along 
their journeys—from first touch to last and every point in between. We empower HR 
teams to engage their people in delivering on business success. Whether you want to 
source, hire and recruit top talent, onboard them fast and stay with them as they develop 
into top performers, SilkRoad Talent Activation can help.
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